
Chaos Games for Wavelet Analysis and WaveletSynthesisFranklin MendivilJason SilverApplied MathematicsUniversity of WaterlooJanuary 8, 1999AbstractIn this paper, we consider Chaos Games to generate wavelet decompo-sitions and wavelet synthesis of functions. The primary technique involvedis mixing the several Chaos Games for the individual wavelets in order toget the overall wavelet expansion. Generalizations to dilation factors otherthan two and to multidimensional wavelets are given.Keywords: Wavelets, Iterated Function Systems, Chaos Game, Er-godic Theorem.1 IntroductionThere are many strong connections between the study of wavelets and fractals.For example, the scaling function satis�es a dilation equation (equation (8)which is a type of fractal self-similarity. Using this connection, Berger [2, 3]adapted the classical Chaos Game algorithm from IFS fractal theory to renderthe scaling function and mother wavelet. This allows one to compute functionvalues for the mother wavelet  .This paper starts with Berger's Chaos Game algorithm and modi�es andextends it. The basic modi�cation is to use the algorithm to compute integralsrather than function values. These integrals can then be used to compute thewavelet expansion coe�cients for an arbitrary L2 function f . This is the WaveletAnalysis.On the other hand, by carefully \mixing" appropriate Chaos Game algo-rithms, we can start with the wavelet expansion coe�cients and produce arendering or approximation of the function f . This is the Wavelet Synthesis.1



The organization of the paper is as follows. First, in sections 2-4 we givesome necessary background on IFS fractals and wavelets. Then in section 5 wediscuss the vectorized version of the dilation equation and the Chaos Game forgenerating the scaling function. In section 6 we modify this Chaos Game andobtain a Chaos Game for rendering the wavelets. Section 7 presents the parallelChaos Games necessary to generate the coe�cients in a wavelet expansion of afunction while section 8 discusses \mixing" Chaos Games to generate a waveletsynthesis of a function. Finally, in section 9 we briey discuss the extensionof these ideas to more general dilation equations { to dilation equations withdilation factors other than 2 and to multidimensional dilation equations andwavelet expansions.2 Iterated Function SystemsHere we briey review the central concepts of IFS in order to provide a frame-work in which to the discuss the main issues of this article.Let (X; d) be a compact metric space and fwigNi=1 be a �nite collection ofcontractive maps with wi : X ! X . The pair (X; fwig) is called an IteratedFunction System (or IFS), though usually we refer to the maps alone as an IFS.De�ne the parallel action of the maps wi byw(S) = N[i=1wi(S): (1)Letting h denote the Hausdor� distance on the metric space X , we have ([1, 11])Proposition 1 There is a unique compact set A � X, the attractor of the IFS,such that A = N[i=1wi(A) (2)and h(wn(S); A)! 0 as n!1, for every non-empty compact set S � X.If we associate with each wi a non-zero probability, pi, then the triad fX; fwigNi=1; fpigNi=1gis known as an Iterated Function System with Probabilities, or IFSP.Let B be the � � algebra of Borel subsets of X and let P be the set of allprobability measure on X . The Monge-Kantorovich metric (often called theHutchinson metric in the IFS literature) on P is de�ned asd(�; �) = supf2Lip1fZX fd�� ZX fd�g for all �; � 2 P (3)where Lip1 = ff : X ! IR : jf(x) � f(y)j � d(x; y)g is the set of Lipschitzfunctions with Lipschitz factor 1. 2



Now we de�ne the following Markov operator on the space P ,M(�) = NXi=1 pi� � w�1i : (4)For this operator we have the following proposition (see [1, 11]).Proposition 2 There is a unique measure � 2 P, called the invariant measure,such that M(�) = � (5)Further, supp(�) = A3 Rendering and approximating attractors of IFSThere are two basic algorithms for generating the attractor of a given IFS. Oneis a deterministic algorithm, the other is a stochastic algorithm, known as theChaos Game (see [1]).Given an IFS with N contractive maps fwigNi=1, we may approximate theattractor deterministically as follows:1. Pick x0 2 X and form the set S0 = fx0g and �x an � > 02. Form the set Sn = w(Sn�1),3. If h(Sn; Sn�1) � �, goto step 2.4. Plot Sn.This algorithm is essentially computing the �xed the point of the set-valuedfunction w through a direct iteration process. At the nth iteration there are Nnpoints. When rendering attractors on a computer screen the algorithm couldterminate once resolution of the screen prevents any further detail from beingrevealed; it is this consideration which typically sets �.Given an IFSP with N contractive maps fwigNi=1, with associated probabil-ities fpigNi=1 we may approximate the attractor stochastically as follows:1. Pick x0 2 X to be the �xed point of w1 (this guarantees that all pointsdetermined henceforth in this algorithm will lie on the attractor).2. Pick �n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng at random according to the probabilities fpigNi=1and set xn = w�n(xn�1)3. Plot xn4. If n is less than the maximum number of iterations, go to step 2.3



Elton [9] proved the following theorem, commonly known as Elton's ErgodicTheorem, related to the Chaos Game.Proposition 3 Let fX; fwigNi=1, fpigNi=1g be an IFSP with invariant measure�. Then for every starting point x0 2 X and almost every sequence f�ng gen-erated by the Chaos Game algorithm, we havelimn!1 1n nXk=1 f(xk) = ZX f(x) d�(x) (6)for all continuous and simple functions f : X ! IR.Suppose that we set f = �B , the characteristic function of B 2 B. Thenfrom Elton's theorem,limn!1 # fxn 2 Bgn = limn!1 1n nXk=1�B(xk) = �(B): (7)This explains why the Chaos Game generates an approximation to the attractor.For each set B � X so that �(B) > 0, we know that eventually xn 2 B so wewill eventually plot a point in B. Thus, the Chaos Game will eventually ploteach \pixel" in A.4 Necessary wavelets backgroundIn this section we discuss those parts of wavelet theory that will be needed forthe purposes of this paper. For a more complete introduction, see the very nicebook [7].Let � be a scaling function for a MultiResolution Analysis. Then f�(��i)ji 2Zg is an orthonormal set and � satis�es a dilation equation of the form�(x) =Xn2Zhn�(2x� n): (8)We will assume that the only non-zero coe�cients hn are h0; h1; : : : ; hN . In thiscase, it can be shown that � is supported on the interval [0; N ].Associated with the scaling function � there is a function  , called themotherwavelet, which is de�ned by (x) =Xk (�1)khN�k�(2x� k): (9)One can show that  is also supported on [0; N ] with this de�nition. De�ne i;j(x) = 2i=2 (2ix� j). Then it turns out that the set f i;j j i; j 2 Zg formsan orthonormal basis for L2(IR). The important feature for us is that this basisis generated by the dilations and translations of a single function { the motherwavelet  . 4



5 Rendering a Compactly Supported Scaling Func-tionIn general, a compactly supported scaling function as de�ned above does nothave a closed analytic form. In the following we will discuss an IFS type algo-rithm to approximate the graph of � to arbitrary accuracy.Let us suppose that we have chosen a sequence of hn's, subject to the ourassumption that hn = 0 for n < 0 and n > N , in such a way that � induces amultiresolution analysis on L2(IR). Daubechies and Lagarias [8] and Micchelliand Prautzsch [13] independently noticed that one could vectorize the dilationequation. De�ne V� : [0; 1]! IRN asV�(x) = 0BBB@ �(x)�(x+ 1)...�(x +N � 1) 1CCCA (10)De�ne the N �N matrices T0 and T1 by (T0)i;j = h2i�j�1 and (T1)i;j = h2i�j .That is, T0 = 0BBB@ h0 0 0 � � � 0 0h2 h1 h0 � � � 0 0... ... ... . . . ... ...0 0 0 � � � hN hN�1 1CCCAand T1 = 0BBB@ h1 h0 0 � � � 0 0h3 h2 h1 � � � 0 0... ... ... . . . ... ...0 0 0 � � � 0 hN 1CCCA :Let � : [0; 1]! [0; 1] be de�ned as �(x) = 2x mod 1. Then the dilation equationbecomes (assuming that � is continuous)V�(x) = T!V�(�x) (11)where ! is the �rst digit in the binary expansion of x.As an example, we compute the transformation T0 corresponding to theDaubechies-4 wavelet. In this case only h0; h1; h2, and h3 are non-zero, so � issupported on the interval [0; 3]. ThusV�(x) = 0@ �(x)�(x+ 1)�(x+ 2) 1A (12)5



From the dilation equation, we have the equations�(x) = h0�(2x) + h1�(2x � 1) + h2�(2x� 2) + h3�(2x� 3)�(x+ 1) = h0�(2x+ 2) + h1�(2x + 1) + h2�(2x) + h3�(2x� 1)�(x+ 2) = h0�(2x+ 4) + h1�(2x + 3) + h2�(2x+ 2) + h3�(2x+ 1):After rejecting the contributions from outside the support of � it followsthat (for 0 < x < 1=2)0@ �(x)�(x + 1)�(x + 2) 1A = 0@ h0 0 0h2 h1 h00 h3 h2 1A0@ �(2x)�(2x+ 1)�(2x+ 2) 1A :Clearly the matrix is T0. The computations for x > 1=2 are similar.In the papers [2, 3], Berger �rst noticed that this IFS approach to the dilationequation naturally leads to a Chaos Game. We now set up a vectorized IFSP.The graph of the scaling function � can be approximated through the followingmodi�ed version of the Chaos Game.1. Initialize x = 0, and the vector V�(x) to be the �xed point of T02. Pick ! 2 f0; 1g with equal probability.3. x 7! x=2 + !=24. V�(x) 7! T!V�(x)5. Plot the points (x; �(x)); (x + 1; �(x+ 1)); : : : ; (x+N � 1; �(x+N � 1))6. If number of iterations is less than maximum, go to step 2.The basic reason that this simple algorithm works is that the vectorized IFSis non-overlapping, that is that m(w0([0; 1])Tw1([0; 1])) = 0. See [10] for morediscussion of Chaos Games for IFS on functions.6 Modi�ed Chaos Game Algorithm for WaveletGenerationIn this section we modify the Chaos Game which generates the scaling function,�, in order to generate the wavelet  . This algorithm is a slight variationof Berger's algorithm given in [2, 3] in that we generate a piecewise constantapproximation to  by calculating the average value of  on some partition.The algorithm is as follows. Let Bi be a partition of [0; N ] into Borel setsand for each Bi we have Si, an accumulation variable. Let x = 0 and y 2 IRNbe the (normalized) �xed point of T0. Initialize Sj = 0:1. Choose ! 2 f0; 1g with equal probability.6



2. x 7! x=2 + !=23. y 7! T!(y)4. for each k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N � 1,� if x=2 + k=2 2 Bm, then updateSm+ = min(N;k)Xi=max(0;k�N+1)(�1)ihN�iyk�i5. If number of iterations is less than maximum, go to step 1.The approximation to  on Bm isSm2�m(Bm)� numits (13)Basically what this algorithm does is generate the scaling function via theprevious Chaos Game and take the appropriate dilation and linear combinations(from equation (9)) in order to form  .The extra factor of 2 in the denominator is because  is de�ned in terms of�(2x� i) rather than �(x).Another way to write step 4 of the algorithm is the following. We have thevalues yj = �(x + j) for j = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1 and we have the coe�cients hi fori = 0; 1; : : : ; N . For z = (x + i+ j)=2, we know that  (z) depends on the term(�1)ihN�iyj . So, for each i; j so that (x + i+ j)=2 2 Bm, we updateSm+ = (�1)ihN�iyj :In our algorithm in step 4, we simply group all those i; j so that i+ j = k andloop through k.Proposition 4 For each mSm2� numits�m(Bm) ! 1m(Bm) ZBm  (x) dx as numits!1:Proof: The process is a non-overlapping vector valued IFSM on [0; 1] (see[10]). We map the vector valued function g : [0; 1] ! IRN to the functionĝ : [0; N ]! IR by ĝ(x) = NXi=1 �[i�1;i]g(x)i:Through this mapping, the process is equivalent to a non-overlapping IFSM on[0; N ]. Now at each stage y represents(�(x); �(x + 1); : : : ; �(x+N � 1)):7



To make the notation simpler, we just set �(x + i) = 0 if i < 0 or i > N � 1 inthe formulas below. So letting xn be the orbit generated by the Chaos Game,we haveSmnumits� 2 = 12� numitsXn 2N�1Xk=0 NXi=0(�1)ihN�i�(xn + k � i)�Bm ((xn + k)=2)�! 1=2 Z 10 2N�1Xk=0 NXi=0(�1)ihN�i�(x + k � i)�Bm ((x + k)=2) dx= 2N�1Xk=0 Z (k+1)=2k=2 NXi=0 hN�i�(2y � i)�Bm(y) dy= Z N0 Xi hN�i�(2y � i)�Bm(y) dy= ZBm  (y) dy:Thus, we have the desired result.Notice that 1=m(Bm) RBm  (x) dx is the average value of  over Bm. De�ne� (x) =Xm 1=m(Bm)� �Bm(x)� ZBm  dx: (14)If we re�ne the partition Bj , we will get a re�ned estimate of  . The nextproposition shows that in the limit, we recover  exactly.Proposition 5 Let Pn be a nested sequence of Borel partitions of [0; N ] whose\sizes" go to zero as n!1. Let � n be the average value function of  associ-ated with Pn. Then � n converges to  pointwise almost everywhere.Proof: Just notice that � n is the conditional expectation of  given Pn.Since  2 L1 ( is a continuous compactly supported function), we have theresult by the Martingale Convergence Theorem ([14]).Suppose that we want to generate the wavelet  i;j instead of the motherwavelet  . The only change to the above algorithm necessary is to replace Step4 with 8



� if wi;j(x=2 + k=2) 2 Bm, then updateSm+ = 2i=2 min(N;k)Xl=max(0;k�N+1)(�1)lhN�lyk�land then the approximation to  i;j on Bm isSm2� numits�m(w�1i;j (Bm)) = Smnumits�m(Bm)� 2i+1The scaling factor 2i=2 is necessary since  i;j(x) = 2i=2 (2ix� j).With the modi�ed Step 4, we haveSm2� numits�m(w�1i;j (Bm)) ! 1=m(Bm) ZBm  i;j(x) dx (15)since 1=m(Bm) ZBm  i;j(x) dx = 12im(Bm) Zw�1i;j (Bm) 2i=2 (x) dx:7 Chaos Game for Wavelet AnalysisGiven an f in L2, we can representf =X ci;j i;jsince the wavelets  i;j form an orthonormal basis. This is the wavelet analysisof f .Suppose we modify the algorithm of the previous section by replacing step4 with the following:Sm+ = f(x=2 + k=2)� min(N;k)Xi=max(0;k�N+1)(�1)ihN�iyk�i (16)Then, by similar arguments to those in the proof of Proposition 4, we wouldhave that Sm2� numits�m(Bj) ! 1m(Bj) ZBj f(x) (x) dx as numits!1: (17)Now, in wavelet analysis, we wish to compute integrals of the formci;j = Z f(x) i;j(x) dx:9



So, we now discuss how to modify the algorithm of the previous section in such away as to do this in parallel for many di�erent pairs (i; j). We use as motivationequation (17).Suppose that we want to calculate ci;j for (i; j) 2 �, some collection ofcoe�cients. For each � 2 �, let S� be an accumulation variable, initialized to0. Let w�(x) = wi;j(x) = x=2i + j=2i;the map that maps the mother wavelet  to the wavelet  i;j (in that  i;j =2i=2 � w�1i;j ). For � = (i; j) 2 �, de�ne scale(�) = i.Our modi�ed algorithm is as follows:1. Initialize x = 0 and y 2 IRN to be the �xed point of T0.2. Choose ! 2 f0; 1g with equal probability.3. x 7! x=2 + !=24. y 7! T!(y)5. For each � 2 �, we do� for each k = 0; 1; : : :2N � 1{ UpdateS�+ = f(w�(x=2 + k=2))� min(N;k)Xi=max(0;k�N+1)(�1)ihN�iyk�i6. If number of iterations is less than maximum, go to step 2.The approximation to c� is S�2� 2scale(�) � numits: (18)Proposition 6 For each � 2 �S�2� 2scale(�) � numits ! Z f(x) �(x) dx as numits!1:Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4. In this case, weare evaluating the function g(x) =  �(x)f(x) along the trajectory. Thus,S�2� 2scale(�) � numits ! Z  �(x)f(x) dxwhich is what we wished to show. 10



What if we do not have the true function f but only have some approxi-mation to f? The typical case would be where we have a piece-wise constantapproximation to f (as in the case of a function that we only sample at certainvalues or a function which is the result of a Chaos Game approximation). Callthis approximation f̂ . Then what we can compute isĉi;j = Z f̂(x) i;j(x) dx:As long as we know that f̂ is close to f , then we know that ĉi;j is close to ci;j .A special case of potential interest is when the function f is also the attractorfor a related IFS. Then we can run two Chaos Games simultaneously to obtaina wavelet decomposition of f .8 Chaos Game for Wavelet SynthesisLet f =Xi;j ci;j i;jbe the decomposition of a function in a wavelet basis. We wish to recover thefunction f from the coe�cients ci;j . For the moment, we assume that there areonly �nitely many non-zero coe�cients. Let � = f(i; j)jci;j 6= 0g.Since � is �nite, the support of f is compact, say the interval [A;B].Let E = Pi;j jci;j j and pi;j = jci;j j=E. Using the notation from previoussections, we have the following algorithm.Initialize x = 0 and y 2 IRN to be the �xed point of T0. Let Bj be a partitionof [A;B] into Borel sets with associated accumulation variables Sj initialized tobe 0.Let wi;j(x) = x=2i + j=2i, the map that maps the mother wavelet  to thewavelet  i;j .1. Choose ! 2 f0; 1g with equal probability.2. x 7! x=2 + !=23. y 7! T!(y)4. Choose (i; j) 2 � with probability pi;j .5. For k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N � 1� if wi;j(x=2 + k=2) 2 Bm, then updateSm+ = SGN(ci;j)2i=22i 0@ min(N;k)Xl=max(0;k�N+1)(�1)lhN�lyk�l1A11



6. If number of iterations is less than maximum, go to step 1.The approximation to f on Bm isE � Sm2�m(Bm)� numits (19)Proposition 7 For each mSm2� numits�m(Bm) ! 1E �m(Bm) ZBm f(x) dx as numits!1:Proof: For each � 2 �, let S�m be an accumulation variable corresponding toBm. Suppose we modify the above algorithm so that when we are in state �,we modify only S�m. Then, by Proposition 4, we know thatS�m2� numits�m(Bm) ! SGN(ci;j)p�=m(Bm) ZBm  �(x) dx:Now, Sm =X�2�S�msoSm2� numits�m(Bm) =X�2�� S�m2� numits�m(Bm)�!X�2�SGN(ci;j)p�=m(Bm) ZBm  �(x) dxand X�2�SGN(ci;j)p�=m(Bm) ZBm  �(x) dx = 1=m(Bm)=E ZBm f(x) dx:Thus, we have proved the proposition.As in the case of the Chaos Game for  , we have that if we re�ne the partitionBm, we will get a re�ned estimate of  . For completeness, we record the nextproposition. The proof is just like the proof of Proposition 5.Proposition 8 Let Pn be a nested sequence of Borel partitions of [A;B] whose\sizes" go to zero as n!1. Let �fn be the average value function of f associatedwith Pn. Then �fn converges to f pointwise almost everywhere.
12



9 Extensions9.1 Arbitrary function in L2(IR)Let us take f 2 L2(IR), then in the wavelet basisf =Xij cij ij :If we �x an � > 0, then there is a �nite subset F of Z so that if we de�ne the\truncation" of f , ftr, as ftr = X(i;j)2F cij ijit follows that kf � ftrkL2 < �3 :Notice that ftr is a �nite linear combination of compactly supported functions,and consequently must be compactly supported itself. Let Bk be a Borel parti-tion of supp(ftr), and let �f be the average value function associated with thispartition (see equation 14). In addition let us suppose that that partition Bk issu�ciently re�ned that kftr � �fkL2 < �3Suppose we generate a Chaos Game approximation to the function ftr, call itfcg. According to Proposition 7 by choosing a maximal number of Chaos Gameiterations su�ciently large thenk �f � fcgkL2 < �3almost certainly.This in turn implies that kf � fcgkL2 � �which proves the following proposition.Proposition 9 Let f 2 L2(IR), and � > 0, then there exists a Chaos Gamede�ned by the algorithm in section 8 which produces a function fcg which almostsurely satis�es kf � fcgkL2 < �
13



9.2 General dilations and higher dimensionsThe results in this paper can be extended to more general dilation equationsand more general wavelets.For dilation factor N (instead of 2), we simply get maps T0; T1; : : : ; TN�1corresponding to the N map vector IFSMT (f) = N�1Xi=0 Tif(Nx� i)with f being the vectorized version of the scaling function as usual. Then theChaos Game for the scaling function is a simple modi�cation of our Chaos Gamefrom section 5. Once we have a Chaos Game for the scaling function, the ChaosGame for the wavelet and for wavelet analysis and wavelet synthesis follow.In order to extend our results to multidimensional scaling functions (that is,� : IRn ! IR), wavelets and wavelet expansions, we need a formulation of thevector IFS in this, more general, context.We briey indicate the theory here. For a more complete discussion see thereferences [4, 5, 6, 12, 15]Given a dilation matrix A 2Mn(Z) and a set of coe�cients cn, we have thedilation equation �(x) = Xn2X cn�(Ax� n) (20)where X � Zn is a �nite set. The scaling function will be the solution to thisequation.For 
 � Zn, we letK
 be the attractor of the IFSW
 = fA�1x+A�1d : d 2
g. Then if � is a compactly supported solution to equation (20) supp(�) � KX .In one dimension, the vectorized function V� is based covering the support ofthe scaling function with copies of [0; 1]. In IRn, we need to base the vectorizedfunction on a self-a�ne tiling of IRn. Under certain conditions (see [15]), thereis a digit set D � Zn (necessarily a set of complete representatives of Zn=AZn)so that KD is a tile for IRn (i.e. that Zn +KD tiles IRn).So, we convert the dilation equation (20) into the vectorized equationV�(x) = T!V�(�x): (21)Here V� : KD ! IRS , where S � Zn is a \covering set" (see [12], pg 85), and foreach ! 2 D we have T! is an jSj � jSj matrix de�ned by (T!)m;n = c!+Am�nfor m;n 2 S and � : KD ! KD is the shift map (see [12], pg 83).This gives a nonoverlapping vector IFS, so we can use the Chaos Game togenerate the attractor. The following algorithm will accomplish this (assumingthat the dilation equation has a solution).Given cn : n 2 X � Zn, the dilation matrix A, D � Zn a digit set for atiling based on A, S � Zn a covering set. Let Bn be a partition of compact sets14
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